A complementary single-stranded docking site is required for enhancement of strand exchange by human immunodeficiency virus nucleocapsid protein on substrates that model viral recombination.
Enhancement of strand exchange by nucleocapsid protein (NC) is proposed to occur during retroviral recombination. The mechanism was examined using an RNA (donor)-DNA hybrid that mimicked a retrovirus replication intermediate. This consisted of a 25 base pair hybrid region flanked on each side by single-stranded RNA or DNA. A second set of acceptor RNAs that could bind to the 25-base hybrid region and to various lengths of additional bases on the DNA was used to displace the donor by hybridizing with the DNA. Displacement required a complementary single-stranded DNA region outside the donor-DNA 25-nucleotide hybrid region. NC enhanced displacement slightly when the acceptor could bind 10 nucleotides and significantly when binding 22 or more nucleotides in the single-stranded region. Two mutated acceptors that bound over 47 total nucleotides on the DNA (22 in the single-stranded region plus 25 in the hybrid region) were constructed. One had three mismatches in the hybrid region; the other, three in the single-stranded region and one in the hybrid region. Each acceptor bound the DNA with approximately equal thermodynamic stability, yet NC stimulated exchange with the former and actually inhibited with the latter. This emphasized the importance of the single-stranded region in NC stimulation. The results support a mechanism where NC enhances the docking of the acceptor to the single-stranded region and then the acceptor "zippers" through the hybrid and displaces the donor. Results with the mutated acceptors indicate that NC may actually inhibit strand exchange between genomes in nonhomologous regions.